Recommended restoring
at least 2x per year
Bio wooden surfaces are treated with products
based on vegetable or mineral oils, natural waxes
and/or resins.

Recommendation: To avoid unpleasant smell of
drying oil in the beginning, we recommend daily room
ventilation for a couple of days.

Such surfaces could not be direct compared to
lacquered ones. Bio oils mostly penetrate into
wood structure – to prevent and increase surface
resistant, and beside this gives wood a strong
esthetical effect.

Interval of renewing mostly depends on exposition
of wooden surfaces – we recommend it once to
twice a year.
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Warning: Natural vegetable oils dry oxidatively, which
is an exothermic process (release of heat). With oils
soaked papers or textile cloths must be burned or
soaked with water to prevent self-ignition.
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MAINTENANCE
INSTRUCTIONS

MAINTENANCE AND
RENOVATION INSTRUCTIONS
OF OILED AND WAXED
WOODEN SURFACES
For the daily care it is enough to clean the
wooden surfaces with a dry or slightly wet cotton
cleaning cloth. Don’t use any microfiber cloths, fat
dissolving detergents or steam cleaners. At least
twice a year we recommend maintenance with
BIOHEL oil to refresh the surface. Beside visual
effect this is needed to protect the surface and
pores from dirt and to improve resistance against
beverage spillage and discoloration of wood.
Objects that are sharp, hot or wet can damage
the wooden surfaces. Spilled liquids should be
removed instantly.
Always move the product with care by lifting it
instead of dragging, and carefully setting it down.
This will preserve the integrity of the joints. Avoid
placing wooden furniture next to a source of heat
or in direct sunlight. This can cause dryness,
cracking and fading of the color. Avoid extreme
humidity levels in your home, as furniture
woods don’t take kindly to excessively dry air or
extremely high humidity. To protect your solid oak
furniture, use a humidifier and/or air conditioner

Restoring of oiled wood
furniture in natural and
environmentally friendly way
to maintain an air humidity level in your home
between 40 and 70 percent.
Maintenance and renovating process suggestion:
1. Cleaning and protecting the surface
First clean the surface with water logged cloth.
In case the furniture is made of oak or ash we
recommend additional cleaning with a very soft brush
to clean the pores if needed.
After drying carefully sand with fine scotch-brite or
very fine sanding paper (P 400 or higher) if needed.
Sanding must be carried out evenly and in the way
of the wood growth to avoid differences in the final
appearance and sheen. In case of stained wood only
polishing with scotch-brite is recommended.
Remove the dust.

Silky appearance, smooth waxy
touch and water-repellency

2. Oiling
With oil logged textile cloths apply BIOHEL oil
over the surface. After short period of time
(approx. 2-5 min) remove surplus oil with dry
textile cloth (wipe off).
Light handle polishing in wood fibre direction
with soft cloth is recommended to achieve unique
esthetic surface. Drying for at least 24 hours.
In case of raised wood grain polish the surface with
cotton cloth after drying. Depending on surface
condition, apply one more layer if needed.

